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Abstract
Normal faults commonly represent one of the principal controls on the origin and formation of sedimentary 
rock-hosted mineral deposits. Their presence within rift basins has a profound effect on fluid flow, with their 
impact ranging from acting as barriers, causing pressure compartmentalization of basinal pore fluids, to forming 
conduits for up-fault fluid flow. Despite their established importance in controlling the migration and trapping 
of mineralizing fluids, we have yet to adequately reconcile this duality of flow behavior and its impact on mineral 
flow systems within basinal sequences from a semiquantitative to quantitative perspective. Combining insights 
and models derived from earthquake, hydrocarbon, and mineral studies, the principal processes and models for 
fault-related fluid flow within sedimentary basins are reviewed and a unified conceptual model defined for their 
role in mineral systems. We illustrate associated concepts with case studies from Irish-type Zn-Pb deposits, sed-
imentary rock-hosted Cu deposits, and active sedimentary basins. We show that faults can actively affect fluid 
flow by a variety of associated processes, including seismic pumping and pulsing, or can provide pathways for 
the upward flow of overpressured fluids or the downward sinking of heavy brines. Associated models support 
the generation of crustal-scale convective flow systems that underpin the formation of major mineral provinces 
and provide a basis for differences in the flow behavior of faults, depending on a variety of factors such as fault 
zone complexities, host-rock properties, deformation conditions, and pressure drives. Flow heterogeneity along 
faults provides a basis for the thoroughly 3D flow systems that localize fluid flow and lead to the formation of 
mineral deposits. 

Introduction
Faults represent one of the principal controls on fluid flow 
within the subsurface, acting either as conduits or barri-
ers within a variety of flow regimes, including groundwater, 
hydrocarbon, and minerals systems (e.g., Muir-Wood and 
King, 1993; Cox et al., 2001; Sibson, 2001; Manzocchi et al., 
2010). Over the past five decades, a much better understand-
ing has been developed of (1) the conductive nature of faults 
and fractures within otherwise poor aquifers/reservoirs, such 
as limestone and basement, (2) fluid flow within faulted silic-
iclastic sequences, and (3) the general impact of fault con-
duits and sealing within sedimentary basins and petroleum 
provinces (Fisher and Knipe, 2001; Nelson, 2001; Bence 
and Person, 2006; Manzocchi et al., 2010). Associated stud-
ies have benefitted from the acquisition of a broad range of 
fluid flow data and the currently active nature of flow, facili-
tating the definition and parameterization of numerical flow 
models, and permitting the rigorous testing of the flow sys-
tem and the development of improved predictive capabilities 
(e.g., Jolley et al., 2007a). For example, the incorporation of 
faults as baffles or barriers within flow simulation models of 
clastic hydrocarbon reservoirs is now relatively routine, with 
existing methods providing a much-improved basis for his-
tory matching and production forecasting (Manzocchi et al., 
1999; Jolley et al., 2007b). Significant advances have also been 
made for modeling the conductive nature of fractures within 
fractured reservoirs, with a variety of tools permitting history 

matching with reservoir production. An emerging view is that 
conductive fracture fluid flow is very heterogeneous and can 
be unpredictable, particularly for fault/fracture systems which 
have scale-invariant properties (e.g., with geometric charac-
teristics covering a broad range of scales; Odling et al., 1999; 
Nelson, 2001). This challenge can partly be circumvented by a 
variety of engineering-based innovations, such as well testing, 
reservoir stimulation, and horizontal drilling. Similar hetero-
geneous flow characteristics have been attributed to hydro-
thermal flow systems within low-porosity and -permeability 
host rocks, where fracture-controlled fluid flow favors local-
ized ore deposits (Cox, 2005), oftentimes adjacent to struc-
tural complexities on faults (Newhouse, 1942; Sibson, 2000; 
Cox et al., 2001). 

Previous structural geology research has concentrated on 
fault- and shear zone-related vein deposits, typically devel-
oped within metamorphic basement rocks and in orogenic 
rather than sedimentary basin settings (e.g., Sibson, 1987, 
1996; Sibson and Scott, 1998; Cox, 2005). This emphasis is not 
surprising given the economic importance of structurally con-
trolled vein deposits, in which vein systems represent both the 
conduits and host for mineralization. In this paper, we review 
the principal processes and models for fault-related fluid flow 
within extensional basins and their implications for the nature 
and origin of sedimentary rock-hosted mineral deposits, also 
referred to as sediment-hosted mineral deposits. Drawing 
heavily from previous work on earthquake, hydrocarbon, 
and mineral deposit systems, we illustrate the variety of roles 
faults play in the genesis of associated mineral provinces and † Corresponding author: e-mail, john.walsh@ucd.ie
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the formation of individual deposits. Illustrating related con-
cepts with evidence from active basins and from Irish-type 
Zn-Pb deposits and sedimentary rock-hosted Cu deposits, we 
address a selection of associated fundamental issues, includ-
ing the principal drivers for basinal fluid flow, the factors 
controlling fault-related fluid flow, the nature of fault zone 
complexity and associated flow localization, and the impact of 
faults on sedimentary rock-hosted mineral deposits.

The Essential Ingredients of Sedimentary  
Rock-Hosted Mineral Provinces

Sedimentary basins arising from crustal extension are 
marked by crustal thinning and associated basinal subsid-
ence, together with upwelling of underlying lithosphere and 
an associated increase in geothermal gradient (Fig. 1). At 
upper crustal levels, within the seismogenic zone, extension 
is accommodated predominantly by brittle faulting that exer-
cises a major control on basinal accommodation space and 
the geometry and nature of the basin fill. At greater depths, 
deformation becomes more ductile (plastic), with individual 
faults extending into underlying shear zones and distributed 
pure shear (e.g., Roberts and Yielding, 1994; Sibson, 2000). 
Whereas details of the sedimentary sequences differ between 
basins, they commonly have two generic characteristics: the 
increased prevalence of evaporitic units toward the base of the 
sequence and a progressive upward increase in shale. These 
features reflect ongoing basin subsidence, which is marked 
by early lacustrine and potential red-bed facies, with shallow 
marine incursions, followed by gradual deepening toward 
deeper-water sedimentary facies. These changes typically 
accompany the transition from synrift sequences into postrift 
sequences and, together with faulting, allow the development 
of a hydrologically closed basinal architecture as a backdrop to 

the generation of sedimentary rock-hosted mineral deposits 
and provinces (Pirajno, 2000; Selley et al., 2005; Koziy et al., 
2009; Hitzman et al., 2010). 

Previous studies on sedimentary rock-hosted mineral 
deposits (e.g., Leach et al., 2005; Hitzman et al., 2010; Wilkin-
son and Hitzman, 2015) have identified the following key ele-
ments of associated mineral provinces: (1) the availability of 
brines, from both evaporitic and marine sequences, which 
form mineralizing fluids, (2) suitable sedimentary or base-
ment rocks providing the metal source for scavenging fluids, 
(3) a source of sulfur, (4) elevated heat, which causes buoy-
ancy-driven fluid flow of saline brines, (5) the prevalence of 
faults that are the key pathways for upward and downward 
flow, with the emergence of convective flow providing the 
means of generating a sustained flow system, and (6) the pres-
ence of appropriate traps and the right chemical and physical 
factors to cause precipitation from mineralizing fluids, either 
by pore-filling or replacive processes, within stratabound/
stratiform and/or crosscutting bodies. In this paper, we con-
centrate on the last two requirements relating to faulting and 
their crucial role in basinal fluid flow and the formation of 
mineral deposits. Before we consider details of fault-related 
impacts, we first consider some generic issues relating to fluid 
flow within different host rocks and to the hydrodynamics of 
sedimentary basins, irrespective of their mineral prospectivity. 

The Nature of Flow Within Sediments and the 
Importance of Faults

The nature of fluid flow within host rocks provides the essen-
tial backdrop to fault-related fluid flow and the formation of 
associated mineral deposits. From a flow perspective, how-
ever, it is useful to make a clear distinction between the two 
most common end-member host-rock sequences within 
basins: siliciclastic rocks and carbonates. 

Porous siliciclastic host rocks

Sedimentary rocks within siliciclastic sequences are com-
monly represented in flow models using averaged hydraulic 
properties, such as porosity and permeability. Flow through 
individual sandstone or shale units can be approximated by 
the standard expression for Darcy flow, 

                        kA (pb – pa) Q = – ——————, (1)                           mL

where the flow rate (Q, m3/s) through a cross-sectional area 
(A, m2) in a porous medium relates to the permeability of the 
rock (k, m2), the viscosity of the fluid (m, Pa.s), and the pres-
sure drop (pb – pa) over a given distance (L, m). Because of 
the relatively homogeneous nature of the host rocks, fluid flow 
within porous media can be predictable and well approximated 
in numerical flow simulations (Manzocchi et al., 2008a). In 
situ measurements from aquifers and hydrocarbon reservoirs 
highlight the systematic nature of fluid flow, with well-behaved 
flow fronts. At the same time, however, the compactive and 
cataclastic effect of faulting in siliciclastic rocks will create 
lower-porosity/-permeability fault rocks that can be barriers 
to across-fault flow between otherwise porous and permeable 
host rocks (e.g., sandstones; Fisher and Knipe, 2001). Even 
then, the nature of flow across faults can be averaged (i.e., 
upscaled) at scales greater than the fault rock heterogeneity 

Heat

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.  (a, b) Schematic diagrams of the structure and flow paths of an exten-
sional sedimentary basin (after Hitzman et al., 2010). Convective flow shown 
in (b) arises from the downflow of brines (blue arrows) or their remobilization 
from basinal red-bed facies (red arrows) at the base of the synrift sequence, 
combined with the upward flow of hot mineralizing fluids arising from the 
elevated geothermal gradients associated with crustal thinning.
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(Manzocchi et al., 2008a, b). Because of the relatively low 
effective vertical permeabilities of mixed clastic sequences 
(i.e., Kv), the very same faults that act as barriers for across-
fault flow can represent conduits for upward along-fault flow, 
providing a conduit-barrier system to fluid flow (e.g., Bence 
and Person, 2006; Jolley et al., 2007a; Manzocchi et al., 2010). 
Although predictive methods for fault sealing within siliciclas-
tic sequences are now routinely used within the hydrocarbon 
industry (Manzocchi et al., 2010), the nature of conductive 
fluid flow along very heterogeneous fault zones is much more 
difficult to model, an issue we consider later in this paper. 

Low-porosity host rocks

Flow within otherwise low porosity and permeability car-
bonate/limestone and basement is entirely controlled by 
associated fault/fracture porosity and permeability (Nelson, 
2001). In these circumstances, faults will generate perme-
able fault rocks and act exclusively as conduits to fluid flow 
until they become sealed by cementation. The heterogeneous 
nature of flow within reservoirs dominated by fracture-con-
trolled flow (e.g., within basement rocks and limestones) is 
well established (Nelson, 2001), and similar behavior is seen 
within equivalent groundwater and mineral deposit systems 
(Cox, 2005; Neuman, 2008). The complex nature of fracture-
controlled flow is attributed to a variety of factors, including 
the connectivity of fractures, variable aperture distributions, 
stress sensitivity, and mechanical flow coupling (Zhang and 
Sanderson, 1996; Nelson, 2001). The bulk permeability of a 
fracture system comprising randomly distributed fractures 
can be approximated by the equation 

 k = (π/120) ⋅ f a3l2/s3, (2)

where a is the mean fracture aperture, l is the mean fracture 
length, s is the mean fracture spacing, and connectivity f is 
between 0 and 1 (Guéguen and Dienes, 1989). This equa-
tion reflects the “cubic flow law,” in which flow varies with 
the cube of aperture or openings along faults/fractures. It 
also shows the strong dependency of fracture-related fluid 
flow on other properties such as fracture spacing or length, 
which in many systems have scale-invariant or power-law scal-
ing themselves (e.g., with geometric characteristics covering a 
broad range of scales; Walsh et al., 1991; Yielding et al., 1992). 
These relationships demonstrate that, even within a fault/frac-
ture system which is macroscopically connected, extreme flow 
heterogeneity will arise from the very nonlinear relationship 
between fracture aperture and flow rate, and the heteroge-
neous nature of fault/fracture distributions and connectiv-
ity (Cox, 2005; Neuman, 2008). Such behavior is typical of 
conductive fault/fracture systems in the hydrocarbon indus-
try—systems that are notoriously difficult to predict (Nelson, 
2001). It is this flow-localizing characteristic of conductive 
faults that makes fault-related mineral deposits what they are: 
rock volumes marking the passage and trapping of large vol-
umes of fluids, whether the host rock is a porous sediment, a 
fractured aquifer, or an easily replaced reservoir. 

What Are the Main Drives for Basinal Fluid Flow?
The geometric configuration of faults provides the essential 
backdrop for fluid flow within sedimentary basins. Fault sys-
tems comprise arrays of normal faults of different size (lengths 

and maximum displacements), which together accommodate 
crustal thinning and subsidence. They have a major impact on 
the burial, thermal, and structural evolution of basins, all of 
which are the prime drivers of fluid flow.

Fault systems are highly interactive from earthquake 
through to geologic time scales, always displaying the conser-
vation and transfer of displacement between faults, despite 
the discontinuous nature of individual structures and sub-
basins (Figs. 2, 3; Walsh and Watterson, 1991). Associated 
stress- and fluid-related interactions are strongly linked to 
displacements accommodated by earthquake events and/
or aseismic creep, which provide another means of driv-
ing fluid movement during basin development, an issue we 
will address later. First, however, we will consider how other 
processes contribute to basinal fluid flow and how faults pas-
sively impact flow regimes, mainly in the context of the North 
Sea basin, which is in its postrift phase and is therefore not 
complicated by active faulting and earthquake-related drives. 
After that, we outline how active tectonism drives fluid flow 
and how fault zone heterogeneity and structural complexity 
affect fault-related fluid flow.

Basinal pore fluid pressures

One of the principal drivers for basinal fluid flow arises from 
disequilibrium compaction, in which sediment loading leads 
to progressive porosity loss and the closing of pore-throat 
spaces (Osborne and Swarbrick, 1998; Swarbrick et al., 2002). 
Other factors, including mineral transformations and cemen-
tation, hydrocarbon generation, and aquathermal expansion, 
can contribute to overpressuring and fluid expansion but are 
generally considered to be subordinate to mechanical com-
paction (Swarbrick et al., 2002). Together, these processes are 
responsible for a buildup of pore-fluid pressures with depth, 
from hydrostatic conditions, where pore fluids are open to 
the surface, to progressively higher pore-fluid pressures 
approaching lithostatic pressures, whereby the interstitial 
pore fluids progressively support the rock column. The degree 
of overpressuring is quantified using the pore-fluid pressure 
ratio, λ, which ranges from 0.4 to 1.0, for hydrostatic through 
to lithostatic conditions. Analysis of present-day basins shows 
that the depth at which pore fluids increase, referred to as 
the isolation (or fluid retention) depth, is controlled by a vari-
ety of factors, including sediment porosity and permeability, 
sedimentation (and therefore loading) rate, and basin con-
figuration (Fig. 4; Swarbrick et al., 2002). Because permeabil-
ity controls the rate of fluid expulsion, isolation depths are 
typically shallower in less permeable mudrocks than within 
more permeable siltstones and sandstones, and are also shal-
lower for high sedimentation rates. Pressure data from the 
North Sea indicate isolation depths generally between 0.7 and 
2.5 km with pressures increasing to λ values of 0.8 to 0.9 at 
depths of approximately 5 km and greater (Fig. 4). Very high 
fluid pressures will lead to the valving of fluids by faults, a 
mechanically driven response even in the absence of active 
crustal extension. Individual pore-fluid pressure profiles high-
light their lithological dependence and variability, with pres-
sure increases commonly coinciding with the boundaries of 
impermeable (i.e., sealing) facies and underlying aquifers/
reservoirs (Fig. 4). Whereas pore pressure profiles provide 
a basis for the hydrodynamics of a basin, with lateral and 
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vertical fluid drives, they do not, on their own, highlight the 
nature of basinal flow.

Faults as barriers to basinal flow

The importance of fault sealing within basins has long been 
recognized (e.g., Allan, 1989; Knipe, 1992; Lindsay et al., 
1993), principally because many hydrocarbon reservoirs are 
fault traps, with faults representing either juxtaposition seals, 
by juxtaposing impermeable units against reservoirs, or mem-
brane seals, in which low-permeability fault rocks support 
hydrocarbon columns because of their high capillary entry 
pressures (Gibson, 1994; Yielding et al., 1997; Manzocchi et al., 
2010). In mixed clastic sequences, faults act as barriers to flow 
within reservoir/aquifer sandstones mainly because associated 
fault rocks are derived from the cataclasis and clay smearing 
of interbedded host rocks with significant clay content (Fig. 
5a). Whereas fault sealing within carbonate sequences is less 

well understood, clay-rich host rocks are also likely to provide 
a basis for forming clay smears and dissolution-related clay 
restites. In this paper, we restrict our consideration of fault 
sealing to siliciclastic sequences, concentrating on the sealing 
of aqueous fluids rather than the generation of hydrocarbon 
traps, an issue that is referred to in a later section. 

Pressure compartmentalization of basins: In basins where 
there is sufficient drilling coverage, it is possible to investi-
gate the spatial variation of pore fluid pressures. Regional-
scale maps of the North Sea show that high overpressures 
(>20 MPa) are developed within the main basin grabens, such 
as the North Viking graben, with pore-fluid pressures that are 
strongly compartmentalized by faults (Fig. 2; Nordgård Bolås 
and Hermanrud, 2003). Even on a smaller scale, the role of 
fault compartmentalization is clear, with individual aquifers, 
such as the relatively clean Late Jurassic Tarbert sandstones 
(Fig. 2), developing distinct pressure compartments even 
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Fig. 2.  Structure- and fault-controlled fluid compartmentalization in the North Viking graben (modified from Nordgård Bolås 
and Hermanrud, 2003). (a) Map of North Viking graben showing the location of map (black rectangle) in (b) and the cross 
section A-A’ in (d). Ultradeep (dark blue), deep basins/terraces (medium blue), and shelf areas (light blue) are distinguished 
from platform highs (beige). (b) Map showing pore-fluid pressures in which overpressures either exceed (purple) or are less 
than (yellow) 200 bars; white is normally pressured. Black rectangle is the location of map in (c), and red rectangle is the 
location of 3D model in Figure 6. (c) Pore fluid overpressure (bars) for the Tarbert Reservoir in the Tune area (Lothe et al., 
2006). (d) Cross section of the North Viking graben. Depth is in two-way travel time (s) and, while the velocities of different 
sequences change, depth (km) is approximately 1.5 × two-way time (s).
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across faults that have displacements less than the aquifer 
thickness. This feature demonstrates that faults are acting as 
low-permeability barriers to across-fault fluid flow. Three-
dimensional modeling of the Tune area on the eastern flank 

of the North Viking graben has shown that pressure compart-
mentalization arises from fault sealing, with significant pres-
sure changes (12 MPa) maintained across a small displacement 
(approximately 50 m) fault offsetting the 100-m-thick Tarbert 
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Fig. 3.  (a) Geologic map of Ireland showing the main stratigraphic units and the locations of the main Irish-type Zn-Pb depos-
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boniferous (i.e., Dinantian) limestones (light blue). (b) Schematic diagram showing Carboniferous extensional basins, with 
discontinuous faults, mini basins, convection cells, volcanic rocks/granite, and Zn-Pb and Cu mineral deposits. Limestones are 
shallow-water (blue) and deep-water (blue-gray) basin facies, and sometimes become emergent (light green) in the footwalls 
of major faults. Underlying lower Paleozoic and older basement rocks in the south (purple) and north (pink) are separated 
by a shallow-dipping zone of terranes accreted along a northward-dipping subduction zone prior to the Caledonian orogeny.  
The Munster Basin in the south is a major Upper Devonian depocenter infilled by Old Red Sandstone (yellow), which thins 
dramatically northward but nevertheless extends to the north of Ireland. The lower Carboniferous Limerick volcanic rocks 
(deep green) and the margin of the Caledonian Leinster granite (red) are shown. Red arrows are deep convection flow paths, 
and blue arrows are along-fault paths for sinking dense brines.
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sandstone aquifer, which contains a single approximately 10 m 
thick clay interbed (Fig. 6; Childs et al., 2002). Despite the 
variable displacements on individual faults and the associated 
spatial variations in across-fault sequence juxtapositions, com-
partmentalization can be very pronounced, suggesting a com-
bined role for both juxtaposition and fault sealing. Relatively 
complex flow pathways are indicated by the fact that, whereas 
the compartmentalization of different aquifers is generally 
similar, they need not be the same, with some compartments 
depressurized relative to adjacent blocks (Fig. 2c). 

Fault seals and their hydraulic properties: The impact 
of faults on the compartmentalization of basinal fluids is 
dependent on the thickness and permeability of associated 
fault rocks. Estimates of fault rock thickness can be derived 
from empirical constraints defining the approximately linear 
increase in fault rock thickness with displacement (Fig. 5d; 
Walsh et al., 1998; Manzocchi et al., 1999). Even though indi-
vidual fault surfaces are characterized by small-scale spatial 

variations in fault rock thickness (Childs et al., 2009a), pre-
vious studies have shown that existing empirical data can 
be used to model across-fault fluid flow (e.g., Childs et al., 
2002; Jolley et al., 2007b; Manzocchi et al., 2008b). Fault 
rock permeabilities are constrained by laboratory measure-
ments of different types of fault rock, with the most important 
controlling factor being the clay content (Manzocchi et al., 
1999; Fisher and Knipe, 2001). Existing hydrocarbon indus-
try algorithms for fault permeability prediction within mixed 
clastic sequences assume that the clay content of fault rocks 
is in some way related to the clay content of the sequence 
that has moved past a point on a fault. The most commonly 
used algorithm, the shale gouge ratio (SGR; Yielding et al., 
1997, 2010), assumes a direct equivalence between % clay 
in the faulted sequence and associated fault rock, a relatively 
rudimentary approximation that has nevertheless provided 
a much-improved basis for reservoir modeling and produc-
tion forecasting (Jolley et al., 2007b). Predictive algorithms 
are underpinned by fault permeability data for different types 
of fault rock (Fig. 7; Fisher and Knipe, 2001; Yielding et al., 
2010), the origins of which are discussed below.

Many factors control the nature and permeability of fault 
rocks within mixed clastic sequences, but the clay content 
and depth of burial at the time of faulting are believed to 
be the most important (Fisher and Knipe, 2001; Yielding et 
al., 2010; Kristensen et al., 2013). At shallow burial depths 
(<~500 m) and lower confining pressures, fault rock genera-
tion involves grain flow and smearing, forming disaggregation 
zones or bands in sandstones and clay smears within muddier 
facies sequences. Disaggregation does not significantly affect 
permeability, but the impact of clay smearing on the effec-
tive properties of a fault are profound. Outcrop studies have 
shown that where low-permeability clays are smeared along a 
fault, they commonly show significant lateral (i.e., spatial) per-
sistence, in a manner similar to deformed layers within ductile 
shear zones, and irrespective of fault displacement (Lehner 
and Pilaar, 1997; Bence and Person, 2006; van der Zee and 
Urai, 2006). In these circumstances, faults affecting a mixed 
sequence of layers have effective cross-fault permeabilities 
that are governed by the harmonic average of the layer per-
meabilities (as opposed to the arithmetic mean; Pickup et al., 
1995; Walsh et al., 1998), such that

                       n    –1

                      ∑ti/ki 
                      i = 1   kh = ——— , (3)
                        n   
                        ∑ti 
                       i = 1 

where i is the number of the layer, n is the total number 
of layers, and ki and ti are the permeability and thickness, 
respectively, of the number i layer. This expression means 
that across-fault rock properties are dominated by those of 
the very low permeability clays in a clastic sequence (Walsh et 
al., 1998). This is highlighted by the strongly nonlinear curve 
(Fig. 7b), derived from equation 3, defining the associated 
across-fault permeability of faults contained within mixed 
clastic sequences of interbedded high-permeability sand-
stones (10,000 mD) and low-permeability clays (0.0001 mD), 
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individual wells, which arises from 3D changes in lithology and connectivity 
of permeable and impermeable units. Leak-off pressure is the pressure at 
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times referred to as the fracture pressure, it is often taken to be the minimum 
fluid pressure at which fractures are created and generally occurs at fracture 
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Fig. 5.  Schematic diagrams comparing a selection of conceptual models of fault zones. (a-c) All cartoons in the left-hand 
column have a normal sense of offset with the downthrown side on the left and with (b) also having a dextral strike-slip com-
ponent of displacement (Manzocchi et al., 2010). (a) A fault in a sand-shale sequence (after Walsh et al., 1998). The fault zone 
comprises lensoid volumes of fault rock bounded by discrete slip surfaces. Fault rock is derived from adjacent host rock, with 
breccia (>30% visible fragments), gouge (<30% visible fragments), and shale smears. In poorly lithified sediments in the top 
few kilometers of basins, breccias are less often developed and shale smears can be very continuous and shear zone-like. (b) A 
fault in a strong/weak sequence (after Wibberley et al., 2008) in which faults have high dips within strong layers (sandstones/
limestones) and lower dips within weaker layers (shales/clays). (c) A fault annotated according to the fault core/damage zone 
conceptualization of Caine et al. (1996) (after Berg, 2004). (d) Thickness (or separation) versus displacement plot for the four 
fault geometric components used in defining the fault zone model of Childs et al. (2009a). (e) Schematic diagram compar-
ing the terms fault rock, fault zone, and relay zone used in the Childs et al. (2009a) model, with the fault core/damage zone 
description. Fault rock is synonymous with fault core sensu Caine et al. (1996). At the center of the block diagram (along the 
dashed line), the bulk of the displacement is accommodated on a single slip surface and, therefore, the fault zone thickness is 
equal to the thickness of the fault rock/fault core. Thin lines indicate faults with minor displacements. (f) Schematic diagrams 
of intact relay, breached relay, and doubly breached relay.
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over the full range of % clay interbeds. For depths greater 
than about 500 m at the time of faulting, cataclasis (i.e., frac-
turing and comminution) and the mixing of host rocks become 
the dominating fault rock deformation processes (Fisher and 
Knipe, 2001; Kristensen et al., 2013). This leads to the forma-
tion of deformation bands within sandstones through to more 

clay-rich fault rocks, such as phyllosilicate framework fault 
rocks, in which clays generate a connected framework, and 
shale gouges, which are dominated by clays (see Fig. 7; Fisher 
and Knipe, 2001; Yielding et al., 2010). These cataclastic fault 
rocks are also characterized by a strongly nonlinear relation-
ship between permeability and clay content (Fig. 7b). 
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Viking graben; see red box in Figure 2b for location. Depths are in meters, and faults are marked by rapid depth drops 
extending along strike. North arrow is in bottom right-hand side of the model and is along the length of the area. A relay zone 
between two major faults is highlighted, but there is still a 120-bar (12 MPa) pressure drop between the two wells shown. 
Faults provide pressure compartmentalization for this 150-m-thick unit even when the fault displacements are of ~50 m, less 
than the reservoir thickness: a critical determinant of related fault properties is the presence of an 8-m-thick shale unit in 
an upper 100-m-thick sandstone of the Tarbert sequence (see Childs et al., 2002, for further details) and a mainly clay rich 
(~40%) sequence in the bottom 50 m. (c) Seismic section across the Tune area (location shown in a) with interpretation of the 
Top and Base Tarbert reservoir (broken lines) and the top of the clay-rich bottom part of the sequence (solid line). Depth is 
in seconds two-way travel time (TWT) and, while the velocities of different sequences change, depth (km) is approximately 
1.5 × two-way travel time (s). BCU = Base Cretaceous Unconformity.
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The foregoing discussion shows that clay-rich cataclastic 
fault rocks and ductile clay smears have permeabilities that 
are up to several orders of magnitude lower than interbedded 
sandstone aquifers/reservoirs. Recent hydrocarbon-related 
case studies demonstrate that these processes and associated 
fault rocks are capable of generating fault-bounded pressure 
compartments on a broad range of scales, from regional to 
reservoir (Childs et al., 2002; Jolley et al., 2007a, b; Manzoc-
chi et al., 2010). Because normal faults act as barriers to out-
of-basin lateral flow, associated overpressuring can eventually 
provide conditions favoring up-fault flow. In that sense, fault-
controlled pressure compartmentalization provides the basic 
hydrodynamic backdrop not only for basinal flow, but also for 
potential upward fluid flow along faults, an issue considered 
in the next section, and a prerequisite for the generation of 
mineral deposits and hydrocarbon reservoirs.

Fluid pressure-driven up-fault flow

Here we consider up-fault flow in circumstances where 
overpressure-driven fluid migration involves either static or 
dynamic interaction with normal faults, in which faults act 
either as passive pathways or valves for up-fault fluid flow 
(Sibson, 2000, 2001; Bence and Person, 2006). Because nor-
mal faults can provide juxtaposition or membrane barriers to 
lateral flow, it may at first appear contradictory to suggest that 
the same faults can act as pathways for up-fault flow (Bence 
and Person, 2006; Childs et al., 2009b). Consideration of the 

effective permeabilities of faults indicates, however, that they 
can display a duality of flow behavior by preventing cross-fault 
flow and permitting up-fault flow. 

Faults as passive pathways for flow: Whether fault rocks 
comprise clay smears or cataclastic mixtures of clays and mud-
stones, the decrease in fault rock permeability with clay content 
is nonlinear (Fig. 7). The effective properties of clay smears 
for across-fault flow range from the lower bounds of the fault 
permeability-clay content distribution (Fig. 7), reflecting a 
shear zone geometry in which multiple clay smears arise from 
shear of the entire sequence into the fault, to the upper bounds 
of the permeability distribution, in which the clay smears are 
more discontinuous and cataclastic fault rocks are an admix-
ture of comminuted clays (i.e., phyllosilicates) and other lithic 
grains (Childs et al., 2007). Ultimately, the end-member curves 
presented in Figure 7 highlight the importance of the internal 
structure of fault zones to their impact on flow.

The significance of fault zone structure can be explored 
further by considering the flow anisotropy of a simple shear 
zone model in which a sequence is attenuated along the fault 
zone. As we have seen, the effective properties for cross-fault 
flow of a shear zone model are the harmonic average of all 
of the layers, which in this case is equivalent to the vertical 
permeability of the host-rock sequence (Kv). Such a fault will, 
therefore, represent a barrier to cross-fault flow, in the same 
way that sand-clay sequences act as barriers to vertical flow. 
The effective properties for along-fault flow within a shear 
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zone-type model are, however, the arithmetic average of all of 
the layers, such that 
                         n
                        ∑ki/ti

                        i = 1   ka = ———, (4)
                          n
                         ∑ti

                         i = 1

an expression representing a much higher effective perme-
ability than the Kv of the faulted sequence.

The above flow considerations show that faults that are barri-
ers to cross-fault flow can also be pathways for up-fault flow, an 
attribute reflecting their conduit-barrier behavior (Bence and 
Person, 2006). Of course, normal faults do not commonly con-
form to a simple shear zone model, but the internal anisotropy 
within faults, in which mineral and structural alignments are 
developed parallel to the fault zone, will provide flow anisotro-
pies that facilitate up-fault flow rather than across-fault flow. As 
a consequence, faults may be sealing to cross-fault flow within 
aquifers, but they still represent the most effective means of 
passive upward flow. Given the heterogeneous nature of faults 
(Childs et al., 2009a), up-fault flow is, however, likely to be very 
heterogeneous, an issue we return to later.

Fault valving: A more conventional mechanism for up-fault 
flow involves the valve-like behavior of overpressured fluids 
along or adjacent to faults (Phillips, 1972; Sibson, 1992, 2000). 
We consider fault valving here because it is an important 
means of fault-related fluid flow in postrift basinal sequences, 
even though it is commonly applied in circumstances where 
faults are tectonically active. This model is also implicated 
in the formation of vein-hosted mineral deposits, typically 
within competent low-porosity and low-permeability base-
ment rocks (volcanic, plutonic, metamorphic), either in oro-
genic belts (see Sibson, 1990; Boullier and Robert, 1992; Cox 
et al., 1995) or underlying sedimentary basins (Sibson, 2000). 
Because this mechanism does not require contemporaneous 
tectonic activity and associated earthquake (i.e., coseismic) 
slip events, we use the term fault valving rather than seismic 
valving. In seismically active regimes, fault valving neverthe-
less provides a means of triggering earthquakes and can be 
inextricably linked to the earthquake cycle. Here we outline 
the basic principles of fault valving and will briefly consider its 
implications for earthquakes in the next section.

Fault valving involves the buildup of overpressures within 
and below impermeable units, leading to fault failure and up-
fault fluid flow. Valve behavior is schematically illustrated by a 
normal fault transecting a stratigraphic seal capping either uni-
formly overpressured crust or overpressures localized within or 
adjacent to a fault zone at depth (Fig. 8; Sibson, 2000). The 
associated readjustment and decrease in overpressure are sub-
sequently followed by pressure buildup arising from further 
burial and basinal flow, perhaps accompanied by an increase 
in regional stress, until another valving event occurs. In that 
sense, basin overpressure profiles and fault valving are coupled 
as the preexisting or new faults or fractures buffer the over-
pressure buildup (Sibson, 2000). A reflection of the coupling 
of overpressure and fracture-related valving is seen in basins 
like the North Sea, where tests of hydraulic failure indicate the 
presence of a fracture gradient at λ values of approximately 0.8, 

at or above which faults/fractures valve (Fig. 4). This valving 
can arise from the generation of new hydraulic fractures or the 
reactivation of existing faults (Sibson, 2000). Which of these 
occurs depends principally on the differential stress, the stress 
difference between the maximum principal stress, which in an 
extensional basin is vertical (σv), and the minimum horizontal 
stress (σh), which is typically perpendicular to the prevailing 
normal fault orientation in an active rift (Fig. 9). 

Models exploring the conditions for fracture-controlled 
valving of fluids investigate the stress/fluid-pressure condi-
tions for different modes of failure using a Mohr diagram of 
shear stress, τ, vs. normal stress, σn, with a composite Griffith-
Coulomb failure envelope for intact homogeneous rock and 
a straight failure envelope for a cohesionless preexisting fault 
(Fig. 9). Here we concentrate on the main features of these 
models, but readers are referred to Sibson (2000) and Cox 
(2005) for further details. Stresses are conveniently referred 
to in terms of multiples of the tensile strength (T) because it 
can be linked directly to the shape of the failure envelope, 
which intersects the normal stress axis at –1T and the shear 
stress axis at 2T (Fig. 9; Secor, 1965; Sibson, 2000). In an 
active rift, σ1 is the lithostatic load, and σ3 combines the (nega-
tive) horizontal regional stress and the elastic response to the 
vertical load. In the absence of tectonic stresses, 

 σ3 = (ν/(1 – ν)) ⋅ σ1, (5)
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where ν is Poisson’s ratio. The application of a horizontal 
tensile stress decreases σ3 and increases the stress difference 
(i.e., the differential stress between σ1 and σ3) of the Mohr 
circle representing the prevailing stress conditions. Whatever 
the stress difference, the effect of overpressure is to decrease 
all principal stresses by the pore fluid pressure (P) to provide 
the effective normal stresses of the system (Terzaghi’s law). 

Overpressures therefore move stress circles to the left, so that 
they intersect the failure envelope. 

The type of fracture that is generated depends on the differ-
ential stress of the associated Mohr circle. An intercept along 
the straight portion of the failure envelope requires higher 
differential stresses (>5.66T) and leads to shear failure along 
faults (i.e., shear fractures) with dips of 60° to 70°, whereas 
for lower differential stresses (<4T) the smaller Mohr circle 
will only intersect the failure envelope at –1T, generating 
vertical extension fractures (i.e., veins): differential stresses 
of 4T to 5.66T will provide hybrid, shear-extension fractures. 
For a rock containing a cohesionless fault which is suitably 
oriented, failure will always involve fault reactivation, rather 
than the generation of newly formed vein networks (Sibson, 
2000). The latter conditions will apply to faults formed during 
the formation of an extensional basin, whether those faults are 
tectonically active or not at the time of valving. 

The importance of fault valving in the formation of mineral 
deposits was first advocated by Phillips (1972) in his study of the 
Zn-Pb vein deposits in central Wales. His model considers the 
role of differential stresses, with high differential stresses pro-
viding hydrothermal plumes without failure (Fig. 9bi) through 
to shear failure and fault mineralization (Fig. 9bii), and with 
low differential stresses providing arrays of steep hydrother-
mal veins extending above fault tips (Fig. 9biii). Whatever the 
circumstances, mechanical failure will lead to the valving of 
overpressured fluids, with the subsequent buildup of overpres-
sures leading to another valving event. Given the progressive 
loading of sediments within deepening basins, even after rift-
ing has ceased, overpressuring will be punctuated by multiple 
valve events, providing a means of fluid migration. The reper-
cussions of this mechanism for mineralization will be discussed 
later, but first we outline other flow-related phenomena, in the 
context of faults that are seismically active.

Fluid flow driven by active faulting

The perception of many geologists is that, for faults to have 
an impact on fluid flow, they must be seismically active. The 
foregoing discussion shows that up-fault valve-like behavior 
and fault sealing can occur long after fault activity and related 
rifting have ceased. Faults within the North Sea, for example, 
have been tectonically inactive for the past 145 m.y., but they 
still exercise a major control on subsurface fluid flow. Never-
theless, the participation of active faults within flow systems 
does provide a variety of mechanisms for driving fluid flow. 
Three principal dynamic mechanisms, linked to the seismic 
stress cycle, contribute to fluid redistribution associated with 
normal fault systems (Sibson, 2000). The first, fault valving, 
provides a means of transporting fluids during coseismic 
events, with overpressures triggering or facilitating earth-
quake events. The second mechanism is seismic pumping, 
which is related to the cycling of mean stress coupled to shear 
stress and provides for the large-scale redistribution of fluids 
within the volume surrounding a fault over a seismic cycle 
(Sibson et al., 1975; Muir-Wood and King, 1993), particularly 
immediately following an earthquake. The final mechanism is 
seismic pulsing, which involves a suction pump action asso-
ciated with fault dilatancy during a coseismic event (Wilkins 
and Naruk, 2007). Here we describe the main principles of 
seismic pumping and seismic pulsing.
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Seismic pumping: This model, first developed by Muir-
Wood and King (1993), integrates the volumetric changes 
associated with a seismic cycle on a normal fault by consider-
ing the dilations linked to the buildup of elastic strain dur-
ing interseismic periods through to the mainly compressional 
strains associated with coseismic movement. Their model 
was developed in response to and informed by hydrological 
data for coseismic groundwater flow associated with normal 
faults within the Basin and Range province, USA, and the 
Pennines, Italy. The backdrop to this model is that faults and 
earthquakes induce strain within the host rock, which var-
ies along a fault from maximum to minimum displacement 
(Fig. 10). For normal faults, this deformation takes the form 
of footwall uplift and hanging-wall subsidence, which occur 
both on short timescales associated with earthquake events 
and on long timescales reflecting isostatic deformations (Fig. 
10a). This is illustrated for the Lost River fault in the Basin 
and Range province, a normal fault with vertical displace-
ment of over 4 km (Fig. 10c; Stein and Barrientos, 1985). The 
long-term balance between uplift and subsidence across this 
fault is isostatically controlled (King et al., 1988) and partly 
arises from erosion and unloading of the footwall and by lim-
ited sediment deposition within the hanging wall of the fault. 

Together, these have accentuated the footwall uplift, provid-
ing a significant hydraulic head from footwall into hanging 
wall and leading to conditions that are important from a fluid 
circulation perspective. The shorter-term coseismic strains 
that accompany individual earthquakes, however, have other, 
very different implications. 

Between seismic events, within the interseismic phase, the 
long-term deformation of the volume surrounding a fault is 
the result of a slowly accumulating extensional stress that is 
accommodated by elastic dilations of the host-rock volume, 
either through fracturing or poroelastic effects (Sibson et al., 
1975; Muir-Wood and King, 1993). This will have the effect of 
increasing host-rock permeability between events. Where the 
stresses exceed the shear stresses on the fault, an earthquake 
will occur, with associated instantaneous slip accommodated 
by footwall uplift, hanging-wall subsidence, and the imposi-
tion of compressional strains that can be modeled by elastic 
dislocation theory (Fig. 10b). These strains can be modeled in 
3D and provide a means of predicting the spatial variations in 
volume loss accompanying an earthquake (Fig. 11). 

Muir-Wood and King (1993) showed that coseismic porosity 
losses are consistent with accentuated surface flow measured 
within the deformation volume of two major earthquakes in 
the Basin and Range province: the Borah Peak 1983 earth-
quake (M6.9) on the Lost River fault and the Hebgen Lake 
1959 earthquake (M7.3) on the Hebgen Lake and Red Can-
yon faults (Fig. 11a). The associated volumetric changes are 
considerable, with 0.3 and 0.5 km3 of water expelled dur-
ing the Borah Peak and Hebgen Lake earthquakes, respec-
tively—earthquakes marked by maximum displacements of 4 
and 6 m. Assuming 1,000 such earthquakes to form the km-
scale displacement faults we see would provide fluid volumes 
of 3 × 102 km3 and 5 × 102 km3. This number of earthquakes 
is consistent with plausible, ca. 20,000-year repeat times and 
17-m.y. Basin and Range rifting (Wallace, 1987; Mouslopou-
lou et al., 2009). These magnitudes of earthquake-driven flow 
are only observed within normal fault systems because strike-
slip earthquakes are characterized by much lower volumes 
of coseismic flow (~10%), with reverse earthquakes showing 
little if any flow (Muir-Wood and King, 1993). The substan-
tial volumes of fluids concerned mean that, within extensional 
sedimentary basins, seismic pumping associated with normal 
faults can be a major driver for fluid flow (Blundell, 2002).

Seismic pulsing: The second form of fault-driven fluid flow 
is referred to as seismic pulsing, in which earthquake slip and 
frictional sliding cause transient dilation (i.e., opening) and 
the pulsing of fluids up the fault surface (Wilkins and Naruk, 
2007). Seismic pulsing differs from seismic pumping insofar 
as it considers the amount of flow that can be localized along 
an individual fault during an earthquake event, rather than the 
larger volumetric strains associated with an earthquake event 
(Fig. 12a). Faults that accumulate displacement by aseismic 
slip (i.e., without earthquakes) will not show the same dila-
tions and will, instead, have up-fault flow properties equiva-
lent to the static along-fault permeabilities considered in the 
previous section. The seismic pulsing model was informed by 
geophysical data indicating the importance of propagating slip 
pulses characterized by transient dilation during earthquake 
slip events and by quantitative laboratory constraints on the 
porosity evolution during frictional sliding. 
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Seismic pulsing involves a process in which a slip pulse void, 
defined by a dilatancy-driven pressure drop, instantaneously 
forms and then propagates along the margin of a fault (Fig. 
12a). Host-rock fluids fill this void to equilibrate the pressure 

decline and travel up the fault for some undeterminable dis-
tance (for further details, see Wilkins and Naruk, 2007); this 
process is similar to the seismic suction pump effect described 
by others (Rudnicki and Chen, 1988; Grueschow et al., 2003). 
The fluid volumes mobilized in a slip event are linked to the 
amount of slip and associated dilation, which are in turn con-
trolled by the size of the earthquake and, therefore, the fault 
length (on the basis that fault length correlates with earth-
quake slip; Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). The repeat time 
of associated earthquakes will dictate fault displacement rates 
and the cumulative amount of fluid expelled. Other factors 
include the rupture velocity and earthquake rise time—
parameters that are discussed by Wilkins and Naruk (2007). 
Figure 12b shows the volume of leaked fluids for faults with 
different lengths and for representative displacement rates: 
fault displacement rates vary with fault length and from basin 
to basin (Mouslopoulou et al., 2009), depending on regional 
strain rate, but consideration of this variability is beyond the 
scope of this paper. Associated curves suggest that, for rep-
resentative displacement rates of between 0.1 and 1 mm/
year, a 30-km-long fault can provide up-fault fluid leakage of 
1 to 10 km3 over 10 m.y., with a 60-km-long fault providing 
10 to 100 km3 over the same period. A seismic pulse model 
is therefore capable of leaking substantial quantities of fluids 
and strongly localizing fluid flow adjacent to individual faults.

Fault zone heterogeneity and along-fault fluid flow

The foregoing discussions provide a basis for faults acting as 
conduits for fluid flow. However, the analysis of active flow 
systems, together with the localized nature of fault-controlled 
mineralization and mineral deposits, demonstrates that the 
nature of conductive fault-related fluid flow is heterogeneous. 
For example, flow within fractured groundwater aquifers and 
hydrocarbon fractured reservoirs, even within macroscopi-
cally connected fracture systems, is typified by unpredictable 
flow rates. These flow rates have heterogeneous and perhaps 
even power-law scaling characteristics, a feature attributed to 
the nonlinear relationships between aperture, fracture inten-
sity, and connectivity (Nelson, 2001; Neuman, 2008; Seebeck 
et al., 2014). Similarly, fault-controlled geothermal and min-
eral deposit systems are commonly characterized by local-
ized flow, with high-permeability pathways, such as fault zone 
complexities, providing the upward conduits for geothermal 
fluids derived from sources at much higher temperatures 
and greater depths (e.g., Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Sibson, 
2001; Fairley and Hinds, 2004a, b; Cox, 2005). Whether these 
systems are fluid driven or tectonically driven, they are com-
monly referred to as critically stressed, in the sense that they 
are always near or at the point of failure (Barton et al., 1995). 
This is an attribute ascribed to active fault, earthquake, and 
conductive flow systems, and is reflected by their power-law 
scaling, complexity of interactions, and heterogeneity of flow 
(Barton et al., 1995; Cox, 2005). These characteristics mean 
that an active fault/fracture system can provide the sustained 
flow systems with localized pathways along major faults that 
are required to form mineral deposits. In this section, we 
briefly outline a quantitative model for the structure of fault 
zones and highlight their role as conductive pathways using 
constraints from Irish-type Zn-Pb deposits and a high-quality 
outcrop analogue from Malta.
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Fig. 11.  (a) Observed and predicted total flow for cross sections perpendicu-
lar to the Hebgen Lake (red) and Borah Peak earthquakes (green curves), in 
which cumulative rainfall-equivalent discharges along a traverse perpendicu-
lar to the strike of each of the faults are compared with those predicted for a 
two-dimensional strain model (Muir-Wood and King, 1993): the light green 
curve is across the Upper Lost River tributaries, whereas the dark green 
curve is interpolated around the fault where there was significant water loss 
in the broad Lost River Valley. The scales for Hebgen Lake and Borah Peak 
are on the left- and right-hand side of the plot, respectively, with predic-
tions derived from fault models for a constant slip of 6 and 3 m, and a fault 
dip of 45° extending to a depth of 1 km. The predicted curves are based on 
the assumption that the areal strain summed to depth ranges of 2, 5, and 10 
km (dotted lines) is expressed as a change of porosity and a corresponding 
appearance of displaced water (in mm) at the surface. (b) Cross section and 
(c) plan view of strains modeled at a depth of 5 km around a 45°-dipping 
normal fault in a half-space. Strain levels are shaded from a background gray 
to lighter shades (negative strain, i.e., compressional strain) and to darker 
shades (positive strain) in strain steps of 2 × 10–5. Modified from Muir-Wood 
and King (1993).
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Model for fault zone structure: Whatever the nature of a 
given host rock, where normal faults localize and grow, they 
always display associated structural complexity and fault rock 
content and are never single planar surfaces (Fig. 5). The 
most important processes contributing to this complexity are 
propagation-related segmentation and refraction, followed by 
subsequent erosion of related asperities and the formation of 
associated minor fractures and/or faults. This deformation gen-
erates fault rock and a broad range of associated structures, all 
contained within what is typically called a damage zone (Caine 
et al., 1996; Childs et al., 1996, 2009a). Segmentation arises 
from the bifurcation of propagating fault surfaces to form relay 
zones bounded by fault segments, circumstances that are pro-
moted by the mechanical heterogeneity of host rocks and the 
host-rock sequence occurring on a broad range of scales, even 
along a single fault (Childs et al., 2009a). Relay zones within 
extensional basins are marked by relay ramps that accommo-
date displacement transfer between overlapping segments 
(Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Childs et al., 1995). Relay ramps 
steepen as displacement increases, with rotation and internal 
deformation of the ramp eventually leading to breaching of the 
relay and perhaps even double-breaching to form a lens (Fig. 
5; Walsh et al., 1999; Childs et al., 2009a; Giba et al., 2012). 
Given the progressive increase in strain as a relay evolves from 
intact to breached and doubly breached, increasing amounts of 
fracturing, associated dilations, and fault rock are progressively 
generated from the erosion of these structures. 

Childs et al. (2009a) developed a quantitative model for 
fault zones that reconciles the evolution of a broad range of 
fault zone components. The growth of fault zones was indexed 
to across-fault shear strain, which is the displacement to thick-
ness ratio, in the case of fault rock and lenses, or the displace-
ment to segment separation ratio for relays. They showed 
that there is a systematic increase in shear strain from intact 
relays through to fault rock, with characteristic ranges of shear 
strains for different fault zone components (Fig. 5; Childs et 
al., 2009a). Relays are rapidly established during the propaga-
tion of an individual fault and will have a given separation at 
low displacement. As displacement accumulates, a relay will 
increase in shear strain, migrating horizontally and to the right 
on a displacement vs. separation plot, because separation does 
not increase with growth (Fig. 5). In that sense, relays can be 
a precursor to localized dilations and fault rock generation, 
which, in turn, provide a basis for fluid flow localization. This 
possibility is explored in the following sections in the context 
of the Irish and North Pennine Zn-Pb orefields and a world-
class outcrop analogue for fault zone structure.

Fault zone structure in Irish-type deposits: The impor-
tance of segmentation in the formation of mineral deposits is 
illustrated for the Lisheen and Silvermines Irish-type Zn-Pb 
deposits (Figs. 3a, 13). Irish-type deposits are considered to 
be a subclass of carbonate-hosted Zn-Pb deposits because 
they have characteristics in common with both sedimen-
tary-exhalative (sedex) and Mississippi Valley-type (MVT) 
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Fig. 12.  (a) Schematic illustrations of transient dilation created by a slip pulse during seismic rupture. The model of Wilkins 
and Naruk (2007) was developed to investigate the impact of a slip pulse void (triangle) on hydrocarbon leakage (i), but it 
is equally applicable to formation waters to mineralizing fluids. When the void comes in contact with mobile hydrocarbons 
and/or formation water (not shown in diagram) within a reservoir, or host, rock (ii), these fluids leak into the void and then 
migrate along the fault until another area of highly permeable rock is encountered (iii), or fluid may escape to the surface. 
(b) Cumulative leaked volume (1 M ∙ m3) vs. time (m.y.) curves associated with slip-pulse activity along faults with different 
lengths and slip rates. 
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Fig. 13.  Fault maps for Silvermines (a) and Lisheen (b), showing the distribution of stratiform orebodies associated with indi-
vidual fault segments (light gray) and crosscutting orebodies adjacent to faults (dark gray): the latter are best developed close 
to branch lines or along breaching faults within Silvermines. (c) Structure contour map of base reef limestone within Lisheen, 
showing the main orebodies (purple) and the locations of fault polygons (normal faults are extensional and have a gap between 
footwall and hanging-wall cutoffs). Mineralization within footwall oolites (pink) is contiguous with that of hanging-wall reef 
limestones, despite the presence of the intervening bounding fault—a relationship suggesting postfaulting mineralization. 
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deposits (Wilkinson, 2014), with syn- through to epigenetic 
mineralization that is the same age as or close (<ca. 5 m.y.) 
to the age of the host rocks and with moderately high fluid 
temperatures (up to 250°C) that are distinctly different from 
typical MVT ores (Leach et al., 2005). As with most Irish-
type deposits, mineralization in Lisheen and Silvermines is 
replacive and developed within the hanging walls of normal 
faults, with maximum displacements of 200 to 350 m, either 
toward the base of reef limestones as stratiform Zn-Pb ore-
bodies or as near-fault bodies crosscutting the limestone-shale 

stratigraphic units (Fig. 14; Andrew, 1986, 1995; Hitzman et 
al., 1992; Johnston et al., 1996; Johnston, 1999). The struc-
ture of these deposits is dominated by segmentation arising 
from north-south Carboniferous extension applied to a lower 
Paleozoic basement containing east-northeast structural fab-
rics and structures (Johnston, 1999; Bonson et al., 2012). The 
effect of north-south oblique extension is the formation of 
arrays of predominantly left-stepping fault segments occur-
ring on different scales (Figs. 13, 14a) attributed to bifurca-
tion resulting from major rheological boundaries within the 
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Fig. 14.  Representative north-south cross sections through Waulsortian reef-hosted Irish-type deposits at (a) Tynagh (Clif-
ford et al., 1986), (b) Silvermines (Taylor, 1984), and (c) Lisheen (Kyne et al., 2017), (c). Zn-Pb mineralization occurs as 
stratiform orebodies at or near the base of the Waulsortian Reef and as crosscutting orebodies adjacent to the bounding faults. 
The principal stratigraphic units are provided in the legend, and the scales are different for each cross section. 
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faulted sequence (Bonson et al., 2012; Kyne et al., 2017). 
Fault segments with separations of 300 to 500 m exercise a 
major control on the location of individual orebodies (Fig. 
13). The main stratiform orebodies are associated with larger-
scale segments, whereas crosscutting orebodies tend to be 
adjacent to the branch points (i.e., intersection points) and 
breaching faults of breached relays. Breached relays and 
related mineralization are associated with the larger displace-
ments (~350 m) of Silvermines (Fig. 13a), with intact relays 
and intervening ramps preserved along the lower-displace-
ment (~200 m) Lisheen system (Fig. 13b), a relationship that 
is consistent with the relay scaling shown in Figure 5 (Bonson 
et al., 2012).

The importance of even smaller scale complexities in 
Irish-type deposits is underscored by the fact that smaller-
scale breached relays (with separations <~100 m) along the 
main fault segments, as illustrated by Lisheen (Fig. 13a), are 
marked by lower Zn-Pb ratios and higher concentrations of 
Cu, Ni, and As (Fusciardi et al., 2003)—observations that 
suggest they have acted as the main feeders for up-fault flow. 
For further details of Lisheen and Silvermines structure and 
mineralization, see Kyne et al. (2017) and Torremans et al. 
(2017). The two principal factors for smaller-scale breached 
relays localizing up-fault flow in these deposits are improved 
stratigraphic sequence connectivity and increased fracturing 
and brecciation. The first factor is controlled by the additional 
across-fault sequence juxtapositions and flow connections 
arising from the ramp-related deformation, and displacement 
variations associated with relays (Manzocchi et al., 2010). This 
is illustrated in Figure 15 for a very simple model in which the 
presence of an intact relay along a fault offsetting a sequence 
of interbedded permeable and impermeable units provides 
flow connections on a structure that would otherwise have 
had no across-fault flow (Fig. 15b). Although the result, in 
this case, is a thoroughly 3D connected flow system, even a 
breached relay would provide more favorable circumstances 
for up-fault flow given the improved juxtaposition-related 
connectivity. The second factor is accentuated fracturing and 
brecciation associated with relays and fault complexities, an 
issue we explore below in the context of an outcrop study of a 
structural analogue of Lisheen and Silvermines.

Fault zone structure-outcrop analogue: The Maghlaq fault, 
a normal fault with 210-m vertical displacement, defines the 
southern coast of Malta and the northern boundary of the 
Miocene-Quaternary Pantelleria Rift (Fig. 16a; Bonson et al., 
2007). The faulted sequence comprises mainly limestones with 
an internal clay unit about 50 m thick, and excellent exposure 
of the fault zone permits the full range of fault zone complex-
ity to be characterized along a 3-km-long portion of the fault 
(Fig. 16). The fault comprises a series of left-stepping fault 
segments, all of which are interpreted to be breached relays, 
with the resulting fault characterized by a series of bends and 
lenses separated by simpler fault zone structure (Bonson et 
al., 2007). Over much of its length, the main fault is a rela-
tively simple structure, forming a 5- to 40-m-wide zone with 
two principal slip surfaces that bound deformed host rocks 
arranged in stratigraphic order from footwall to hanging wall. 

Whereas the host-rock deformation is defined by cataclas-
tic deformation bands and associated porosity loss, host-rock 
breccias and fracture zones are concentrated adjacent to fault 

zone complexities, including branch lines, where fault seg-
ments intersect, and fault lenses, where host rock and/or fault 
rock are enclosed by slip surfaces. The major bend along the 
Maghlaq fault is interpreted to be a breached relay (Bonson 
et al., 2007). It is characterized by multiple fault lenses on a 
range of scales that progressively erode this bend, generating 
increased densities of fractures and fault rock (Figs. 16a, 17a). 
The branch line between the main fault and a high-angle fault 
adjacent to a smaller-scale fault bend is marked by a breccia 
zone that is up to 10 m wide and plunges along the intersec-
tion of both faults (Fig. 17c). Breccia development is accen-
tuated because the slip direction of the minor fault was not 
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Fig. 15.  (a) Schematic 3D diagram of the Lisheen deposit illustrating two 
depths at which segmentation occurs to form large- and small-scale fault seg-
ments. The contoured surface is the base reef limestone (see Fig. 13c), which 
is transected by faults (shown in gray) and contains four main orebodies (pur-
ple). (b) Model showing flow paths associated with flow within the top layer 
(layer 1) of the hanging-wall compartment of a multilayered, faulted model in 
which injector-producer pair is on the top layer (from Manzocchi et al., 2010). 
The model comprises a layer-cake sequence of permeable and impermeable 
layers, each three grid blocks thick—for the sake of clarity, only the central 
grid blocks of each permeable layer are shown in (b), with grid blocks colored 
by pressure, normalized to the total pressure difference between the injector 
and producer well. The model does not contain fault rock. Fault throw is 20 
m, vertical exaggeration is 10, and model is 500 × 500 × 78 m. (c) Stream-
lines for the model in (b) showing flow paths in every permeable layer in the 
model. Simulation performed using 3DSL from Streamsim, and flow paths 
derived from its associated pressure solver (Manzocchi et al., 2010). 
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Fig. 16.  (a) Map of the Maghlaq fault, Malta, which downthrows to the top of the map (north is toward the bottom right). The 
fault trace, shown in red, is right-stepping and comprises a number of complexities that are shown as outcrop photographs 
in Figure 17. The faulted sequence predominantly comprises limestones. Modified from Bonson et al. (2007). (b) Map of 
Maghlaq fault highlighting the fracture intensity along the fault (scale of bubbles is linked to fracture intensity). (c) Schematic 
diagram showing complexity of structure associated with lens arising from a double-breached relay, a branch line between two 
fault surfaces, and a series of lenses linked to erosion of fault refraction.
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Fig. 17.  (a) The Ras Hanzir fault bend on the Maghlaq fault with a view of overlapping lenses on the footwall slip surface, look-
ing west-northwest. Fault zone lenses are annotated 1 to 7. Note the person for scale (circled). (b) Ras il-Hamrija branch line 
showing the intersection of a steeply plunging breccia zone. (c) Stereonet from Ras il-Hamrija branch line showing the main 
fault surface and slip directions (black) and the minor intersecting slip surfaces and slip directions (red). Strain incompatibility 
between these orientations leads to the generation of breccias. (d) Cross section of Tal-Gawwija breached relay ramp: the line 
of section (A-B) is shown in (e), though it extends farther to the north of map. (e) Map of the Tal-Gawwija breached relay ramp 
with deformation accommodated by a network of synthetic and antithetic faults that cause locally high bed dips. Toward the 
south of the exposure, solution erosion is intense, and the relay deformation is mapped in less detail. Fault heave shading is 
shown for the mapped surface, which is close to the top of the Lower Coralline Limestone (see Fig. 16). 
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originally parallel to either the major fault or the branch line 
(Fig. 17c). The associated kinematic complications appear to 
become progressively resolved, because the slip directions on 
younger subsidiary slip surfaces of the minor fault approach 
that of the main fault (Bonson et al., 2007).

The final example of fault zone complexities along the 
Maghlaq fault is a small breached relay, with a separation of 
50 m, accommodating the transfer of more than 30 m of dis-
placement at Ras il-Hamrija (Fig. 17e). The associated relay 
ramp has high internal bed dips, accommodating displacement 
transfer and shearing of the ramp down to the hanging wall 
(Fig. 17d), and is very heavily faulted by variably oriented inter-
nal faults. The intensity of faulting is illustrated by fault dis-
placement populations (Fig. 18a) measured along sample lines 
extending from regional scale (10.8 km) down to relay scale 
(~50 m). All of the derived samples define an approximately 
straight line and, therefore, power-law, cumulative frequency 
vs. displacement distributions (Fig. 18a). This indicates that the 
fault system has self-similar, i.e., fractal, scaling properties over 
a few orders of magnitude of displacement (100–<0.1 m). What 
these data also show is that breached relays have fault intensi-
ties that are between one and two orders of magnitude higher 
than background fault intensities, a feature which is also con-
sistent with progressive increases in structural heterogeneity 
on smaller scales. Self-similarity of structure is a fundamental 
characteristic of faults and earthquake systems and has major 
implications for heterogeneity of structure and flow.

The nature of potential flow heterogeneity can be explored 
for the Maghlaq fault from estimates of fault/fracture density 
for outcrops along the length of the fault (Fig. 16b). These 
show that densities are very strongly localized adjacent to fault 
zone complexities (Fig. 18). Furthermore, even in the absence 
of robust measurements of fracture or breccia apertures from 
the available outcrop data, the cubic flow law (eq. 2) would 
suggest that flow heterogeneity is likely to be much greater 
than the heterogeneity of fault densities. The Maghlaq fault 
therefore provides strong evidence for the highly localized 
nature of conductive up-fault flow.

Subhorizontal fault zone heterogeneity: Using outcrop 
examples, we have illustrated how steeply plunging branch 
lines, relays, bends, and lenses provide potential pathways for 
up-fault flow. Although these are arguably the most impor-
tant flow conduits for sourcing fluids from depth, subhorizon-
tal complexities arising from the refraction of faults through 
mechanically different layers (Figs. 5b, 16c) will provide a 
basis for lateral as well as vertical flow within fault zones. Fault 
dips are typically steeper in more brittle units, such as lime-
stones and sandstones, and shallower through clays and/or 
shales (Fig. 5c). Refraction is only seen on smaller-scale faults 
adjacent to the Maghlaq fault, because their preservation 
potential at larger displacements is low. They are mechani-
cally removed and incorporated as fault rock. In other fault 
systems, such irregularities can be the locus for dilations, with 
either accentuated fluid flow or even the generation of veins 
on the steeper portions of fault surfaces (Fig. 5b). Dunham 
(1934) first demonstrated that the normal faults controlling 
mineralization within the North Pennines Pb-Zn orefield have 
strongly refracting geometries. These faults act as both the 
flow conduits and traps for vein-hosted mineral deposits (Fig. 
19c), with wider veins localized within steeper, more dilatant 

portions of the faults. The significance of fault refraction and 
related veining was reinforced by Newhouse (1942) in his 
classic book on structural controls and mineralization (Fig. 
19c; see below).

In this section, we have shown that faults are strongly het-
erogeneous structures, with the development of fractures and 
fault rock generating up-fault and along-fault complexities. A 
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Fig. 18.  (a) Fault displacement populations across the Maghlaq fault mea-
sured along different sample transects that are approximately perpendicular 
to fault strike. For each curve, the displacement of each fault encountered 
on a transect is recorded. The displacements are then ranked in decreas-
ing order with an associated frequency of 1 through to the total number of 
faults; this cumulative frequency is then normalized to sample line length (in 
meters) to allow direct comparison of the frequencies of individual sample 
lines. Sample lines included a 10.8-km-long regional transect and a 0.9-km 
outcrop transect, which have very consistent fault populations, with straight-
line power-law distributions. A selection of short line transects from within 
breached relays show very high fault frequencies. (b) Plot of cumulative frac-
tion of fracture density against cumulative fraction of fault trace, showing that 
80% of the Maghlaq fault trace comprises only 20% of the fracture density, 
with fault zone structural complexities providing most of the fracture density.
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Fig. 19.  (a) Map of Alderley Edge Cu-Zn-Pb-Fe mine, showing the distribution of Cu-Pb and barite relative to normal faults 
(Rowe and Burley, 1997). A black rectangle is shown on the downthrown (i.e., hanging-wall) side of the faults. (b) Cross sec-
tion of Engine Vein fault, which is a fault rather than a vein, showing the distribution of mineralization, shale smears, and cata-
clastic slip bands (deformation bands), from Rowe and Burley (1997). (c) Cross section of mineralized fault from Wolfcleugh 
mine in North Pennines Pb-Zn orefield (Newhouse, 1942), displaying fault refraction through a limestone, sandstone, and 
shale sequence. Associated mineralization (black) is best developed in association with the steep fault dips developed within 
strong limestones (blue) and sandstones (yellow). (d) Fault map showing normal faults (black) bounding the North Pennines 
orefield and the main mineral veins (red). Mineralized zones are as follows: II = galena with subordinate sphalerite, III = 
galena-sphalerite, IV = galena, V = no sulfides (barite). Abbreviations: CSB = cataclastic slip band, flt = fault, sst = sandstone.
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combination of processes, including segmentation, linkage, 
and refraction, is responsible for the formation of structural 
heterogeneities, which are typically aligned subvertically or 
subhorizontally within fault zones (Figs. 16c, 19c). Because 
of the strongly nonlinear relationship between fracture den-
sity and aperture, on the one hand, and flow localization, on 
the other (see eq. 2), structural complexities can become the 
locus for conductive flow pathways. Flow within these con-
ductive flow systems is often strongly localized and unpre-
dictable, with anisotropic permeability structure being the 
rule rather than exception. These principles underpin the 
importance of faults as flow-controlling structures, an issue 
we now explore in the context of sedimentary rock-hosted 
mineral deposits.

Fault-Controlled Fluid Flow and Mineralization
In the preceding sections, we have outlined generic aspects 
of the potential impact of faults on fluid flow from a pas-
sive to active role, in which fault-related flow is either fluid 
driven or tectonically driven. Here we show how faults and 
their associated processes can have a variety of effects on the 
geometry, location, and origin of mineral deposits, with par-
ticular reference to Zn-Pb and Cu sedimentary rock-hosted 
mineral deposits. These effects are considered in the context 
of contrasting end-member issues and are illustrated using 
case studies from basins that have had relatively little later 
metamorphism and deformation.

Fault-controlled flow: Sealing vs. conduits

Earlier sections have highlighted the principal controlling fac-
tors on the nature of fault-related fluid flow. Here we illus-
trate the difference between faults acting as seals or conduits 
using examples of sedimentary rock-hosted Zn-Pb sulfide 
deposits from the North Pennines and East Irish Sea Basin 
orefields. Spatiotemporal and genetic links between these 
orefields have not been advocated by previous work, but there 
are compelling grounds for suggesting they may be related, 
both geometrically and temporally, even though the impact of 
faults on mineralization is very different. 

The East Irish Sea Basin, together with its adjacent margins, 
including the Cheshire Basin, is a petroleum province contain-
ing extensive and varied mineralization, including sandstone-
hosted Cu-Pb-Zn-Fe deposits and fault-related diagenetic 
cementation of Middle to Late Triassic age (see Rowe and Bur-
ley, 1997, and references therein). Alderley Edge is a Cu-Pb-
Zn-Fe deposit formed within the Alderley horst, a 3-km-wide, 
N-S–oriented Triassic high bounded by approximately 300 m 
displacement faults. This horst provides a larger-scale focus for 
fluid flow with the trapping of barite and iron-reducing fluids 
in a 1-km-wide area (Fig. 19). Within this trap, sulfide mineral-
ization lies in the immediate footwalls of N- to NNW-oriented 
normal faults, with displacements of approximately 10 to 20 
m, and is hosted within the relatively porous Sherwood sand-
stones, the principal reservoir for the East Irish Sea hydro-
carbon basin. Mineralization is postfaulting and replacive, 
rather than vein hosted, and is localized adjacent to zones of 
cataclastic deformation bands and shale smears (Fig. 19). The 
presence of a rhombohedral network of faults is attributed to 
the complex crosscutting nature of approximately N-S trend-
ing Permo-Triassic faults and the internal deformation of the 

Alderley horst. On a more regional scale, ENE-trending nor-
mal faults within 25 km to the south and west of this area are 
parallel to and believed to be reactivated equivalents of early 
Carboniferous normal faults that extend directly along strike 
into the Welsh Zn-Pb orefield. 

The North Pennine Pb-Zn orefield is developed within 
an approximately 25 × 25 km horst overlying the Weardale 
Granite, bounded by km-scale displacement normal faults 
(Fig. 19d), with the Permian to Triassic NNW-striking Pen-
nines fault in the west and the ENE-striking Stublick and 
Butterknowle faults in the south and north, both of which 
were active during early Carboniferous extension and were 
subsequently reactivated in Permian to Triassic times (Fig. 
19d; Bouch et al., 2006). On the large scale, this orefield is 
also defined by barite as the dominant gangue mineral beyond 
the main sulfide deposits and fluorite as the main gangue 
mineral adjacent to the deposits. Mineralization is developed 
within rhombohedral fault-related vein systems, with the best 
sulfide mineralization associated with ENE-trending normal 
faults and, to a lesser extent, NNW-trending normal faults; 
occasional relatively long east-west veins are poorly min-
eralized sinistral strike-slip faults (Fig. 19). Fault refraction 
through the strongly lithified and well-cemented limestone-
sandstone-shale sequences provided dilations and associated 
mineral veins, particularly adjacent to the stronger mechani-
cal units (i.e., limestones; Fig. 19c). These are classic fault-
related vein deposits (Dunham, 1934; Newhouse, 1942), and 
the most recent estimates of their timing is Late Permian to 
end Triassic (Bouch et al., 2006). 

Even though the available evidence suggests that the timing 
and configuration of normal faulting in the North Pennines 
orefield are similar to those of the East Irish Sea and Cheshire 
basins, the nature of fault-controlled mineralization is very dif-
ferent. In one case, faults within porous host-rock sequences 
are barriers to flow but nevertheless guide fluids along their 
immediate footwalls. In the other case, faults within lithified 
sedimentary sequences act as conduits for up-fault flow—
behavior that is entirely consistent with their mechanical and 
hydraulic properties. The underlying source of Zn-Pb-Cu 
mineralizing fluids is not known, but it is, of course, tempt-
ing to suggest they may be the remobilized equivalent of 
underlying early Carboniferous Irish-type deposits or derived 
from the same basement source. These hypotheses should be 
investigated by future research.

Expression of mineralization: Basement vs. basin expression

It is rarely possible to examine the nature of mineralization at 
different depths within a given mineral province, a situation 
that is compounded in some cases, such as the Zambian Cop-
perbelt, by later metamorphism and deformation. Evidence 
from different areas within the U.K. and Ireland associated 
with the early Carboniferous Zn-Pb orefield provides some 
constraints on how fault-controlled mineralization develops 
in associated basement rocks. Existing models for Irish-type 
mineral deposits suggest that Zn-Pb is mainly scavenged 
from Ordovician basement rocks previously deformed during 
the Caledonian/Acadian orogenies, or from older crystalline 
rocks, now unconformably overlain by early Carboniferous 
sequences (for further details, see Wilkinson, 2003, 2014; 
Wilkinson and Hitzman, 2015). These basement source rocks 
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cannot be investigated in the Midlands of Ireland, principally 
because the level of exposure rarely incises deep enough. 
However, directly across the Irish Sea, the Ordovician and 
Silurian metasedimentary basement rocks of Wales contain 
vein-hosted Zn-Pb deposits, which were the subject of Phil-
lips’ (1972) classic work on fault-related valving and hydraulic 
fracturing, referred to earlier (Fig. 9). 

The Zn-Pb vein-hosted deposits of Wales are developed 
along, and kinematically related to, post-Caledonian ENE-
striking normal faults with displacements of up to ~1 km 
(Ashton, 1981; Fitches, 1987). Combined with estimates 
of burial depths of up to ~8 km and field relations and dat-
ing suggesting an early Carboniferous age (Fitches, 1987), 
these constraints collectively suggest that these vein depos-
its could be the underlying basement-hosted equivalents of 
now eroded Zn-Pb Irish-type deposits in Wales. Similar vein-
hosted Zn-Pb ore is found in basement rocks in Ireland (Ever-
ett et al., 1999; Wilkinson, 2010), but they are not as laterally 
extensive as their Welsh equivalents and were developed at 
much shallower depths (<~1 km). This depth difference is 
consistent with the very different nature of the associated 
deposits. The Welsh vein-hosted deposits display the char-
acteristics of a strongly overpressured hydrothermal system 
developed at km-scale depths within the seismogenic (i.e., 
earthquake-prone) upper crust. 

The classic Irish-type deposits of Lisheen and Silvermines 
developed at much shallower depths (<500 m) than contem-
poraneous Welsh vein-hosted deposits. They are character-
ized by stratiform hydrothermal breccias and karst-related 
dissolution, which together provide a more stratigraphically 
extensive and bacterially and/or seawater-influenced miner-
alized system (Figs. 13, 14; Wilkinson and Hitzman, 2015). 
Strong fluid connectivity between basement and basin would 
have been provided by normal faults penetrating deep within 
the crust. Displacement-length scaling of faults suggests 
that even faults with relatively low maximum displacements, 
equivalent to those bounding Irish-type deposits (>200 m), 
will penetrate deep into the underlying brittle basement and 
transect the entire seismogenic zone (to depths of ~10 km: 
Walsh and Watterson, 1988). This scenario is supported by 
a recent review of European basin-hosted base metal depos-
its (Muchez et al., 2005), which concluded that fluids with 
evaporated seawater signatures migrated downward through 
sedimentary basins into basement rocks, potentially resid-
ing there for up to tens of millions of years. Subsequently, 
the metal-bearing fluids were tapped from the basement and 
expelled along normal faults to form Zn-Pb deposits hosted 
by overlying carbonate rocks as well as the Cu deposits of the 
Kupferschiefer in southwest Poland.

Geometric configuration of orebodies:  
Stratiform vs. crosscutting

Whether epigenetic deposits are stratiform or not depends 
on many factors, the most important of which is the recep-
tive or nonreceptive nature of the host-rock sequence, a char-
acteristic that is linked to the intrinsic porosity-permeability 
properties, reactive nature, or chemical makeup of the host 
rock. Here we are exclusively concerned with the structural 
controls on orebody geometry, which we briefly consider for 
Irish-type deposits. 

An important characteristic of many major deposits in 
the Irish Zn-Pb orefield is the presence of laterally persis-
tent stratiform dolomitic breccias within the hanging wall 
of major feeder faults. At Lisheen and Silvermines, for 
example, ore mineralization is typically replacive of dolo-
mitic hydrothermal breccias that are localized at the base of 
reef, adjacent to the rheological interface between the reef 
and underlying shale-limestone sequence (Fig. 14; Andrew, 
1986, 1995; Hitzman et al., 1998; Wilkinson, 2003; Fusciardi 
et al., 2003). Wilkinson et al. (2011) attribute these brec-
cias to dissolution and replacement of diagenetic dolomites 
during subseafloor hydrothermal fluid flow at shallow depths 
(<150 m). Their formation during active faulting and their 
localization within the hanging walls of bounding faults are 
consistent with models for normal faults indicating that near-
surface hanging-wall deformation is marked by fracturing 
and dilatations even along subhorizontal interfaces (Zhang 
and Sanderson, 1996). Near-surface mineralization and the 
presence of associated karst-dissolution structures are con-
sistent with the seawater-derived bacteriogenic sulfur isoto-
pic signature of these stratiform deposits (Fusciardi et al., 
2003; Wilkinson et al., 2005). Even though the development 
of stratiform orebodies is a feature of all economic Irish-type 
deposits, it is unclear why dolomitic breccias and stratiform 
deposits, with significant spatial footprints, are developed 
adjacent to some faults and not others; this is the subject of 
ongoing research.

Nonstratiform orebodies in the Irish Zn-Pb orefield are 
restricted to within and adjacent to their bounding feeder 
fault. Associated mineralization has a more hydrothermal 
isotopic signature and is spatially associated with lenses of 
host rock/fault rock and accentuated faulting/fracturing of 
the immediate hanging-wall limestone sequence (Kyne et al., 
2017). These orebodies are particularly well developed within 
the Silvermines deposit adjacent to and along relay breaches 
and branch lines (Fig. 13a). By contrast to stratiform deposits, 
which are strongly influenced by host-rock lithological units 
and associated breccia development, crosscutting orebodies 
are controlled by fault-related damage. 

Fault-related deformation: Syngenetic vs. epigenetic?

Faults not only represent the conduits and barriers asso-
ciated with mineral systems but, if they are active during 
sedimentation, also are responsible for the accommodation 
space and facies changes of the sediments that host min-
eral deposits. Deformation associated with the Basin and 
Range province and the North Sea shows that hanging-wall 
subsidence and footwall uplift are capable of providing the 
geometric and stratigraphic configurations so commonly 
associated with deposits (Figs. 2, 10). Whereas fault-related 
stratigraphic thickness changes are typical of synsedimentary 
growth faults emerging at the contemporary free surface, 
equivalent trap configurations are not, as is locally sug-
gested, an indicator of syngenetic mineralization. Instead, 
the synsedimentary architecture, with associated heteroge-
neous and ponded facies variations, can represent the host-
rock configuration for later epigenetic mineralization (Fig. 
20a). Here we present examples illustrating this principle 
and show that faults acting as conduits for mineralizing fluids 
and extending from depth toward the surface can show both 
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Fig. 20.  (a) Cross section through the sandstone-hosted Mwambashi B deposit in the Zambian Copperbelt (modified from 
Selley et al., 2005); see legend for lithologies. The section highlights the effect of a syndepositional half-graben fault on the 
distribution of sedimentary facies within the lower sandstone units of the Mindola Clastics Formation. This unit is then 
capped by a carbonaceous shale, the Copperbelt Orebody Member, which represents an effective seal below which copper-
cobalt ore mineralization occurs. (b) Cross section through the Jason stratiform Zn‐Pb‐barite deposit, Selwyn Basin, Canada 
(Turner, 1990). The section, which is reconstructed from borehole data (black lines), highlights the syndepositional nature of 
the main bounding fault, the Jason fault, and the associated hanging-wall mineralization. 
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epigenetic and syngenetic signatures, whatever their spatio-
temporal configuration.

Syngenetic deposits can be established on textural, miner-
alogical, and lithological grounds, perhaps supporting a vent 
complex origin overlying a feeder. In the absence of strong 
evidence, however, the ponding of mineral deposits, particu-
larly within the hanging wall of faults, can locally be taken 
as the critical evidence favoring a sedex style of mineraliza-
tion. The classic model for the Selwyn Basin (Canada) is that 
mineralization was synsedimentary, with sulfide and barite 
precipitation from a stratified, euxinic water column adjacent 
to a submarine exhalative plume (Goodfellow and Lydon, 
2007). The geometric configuration of the Jason Zn-Pb-barite 
deposit is consistent with a syngenetic origin and, therefore, 
an equivalent age to the host rock, because mineralization is 
localized in the hanging wall of a normal fault showing signifi-
cant across-fault sequence growth (Fig. 20b; Goodfellow et 
al., 1993; Leach et al., 2005). Recent work has shown, how-
ever, that Zn-Pb mineralization within this deposit postdates 
diagenetic barite and pyrite and is therefore epigenetic and 
replacive of the synfaulting host rocks (Magnall et al., 2016). 
By contrast, the Mwambashi B deposit in the Zambian Cop-
perbelt, a mineralized half-graben bounded by a normal fault 
and directly overlain by a postfaulting carbonaceous shale cap 
(Fig. 20a), has always been considered to be a postfaulting 
epigenetic trap (Fig. 20a; Selley et al., 2005). Mwambashi B 
is attributed to postfaulting preferential mineralization of the 
hanging walls of normal faults, particularly where displace-
ment transfer between faults has led to structural complexity 
and dilation (Fig. 21b; Selley et al., 2005). The Chambishi SE 
deposit also has an epigenetic origin, in which orebodies coin-
cide with footwall pinch-outs in subbasins bounded by growth 
faults, a configuration that is attributed to mineralization of a 
synfaulting sequence (Fig. 21a; Selley et al., 2005). 

Whereas the foregoing examples are all epigenetic deposits 
associated with synfaulting stratigraphic traps, some deposits 
have mineralization of both syngenetic and epigenetic origin, 
a scenario that is perhaps not surprising given the conduc-
tive nature of faults from depth up to the surface. The Sil-
vermines Zn-Pb deposit (Fig. 19b) provides evidence for an 
early, mainly pyritic phase, which is syngenetic, followed by 
the main Zn-Pb mineralization of epigenetic origin, form-
ing replacive stratiform bodies and fault-parallel, crosscut-
ting zones within the host-rock carbonate-shale sequences 
(Andrew, 1986, 1995; Kyne et al., 2017; Torremans et al., 
2017). At Lisheen, however, similar stratiform bodies of pyrite 
and later Zn-Pb mineralization are entirely epigenetic (Fig. 
19c; Carboni et al., 2003; Fusciardi et al., 2003). On geometric 
grounds it might appear that Lisheen exhibits characteristics 
similar to those of some exhalative deposits, with mineraliza-
tion and associated brecciation developed in topographic lows 
adjacent to individual fault segments, and not extending up 
associated relay ramps (Fig. 14a). This is not, however, a syn-
sedimentary signature, and is instead attributed to the sinking 
and accumulation of high-density brines toward the base of 
the host-rock reef limestones, where bacteria can precipitate 
sulfides (Torremans et al., 2017). 

The above discussion highlights similar geometric config-
urations of syngenetic and epigenetic deposits, reinforcing 
the notion that these fault-related origins are not mutually 

exclusive, either spatially or temporally, but they are to be 
expected. Given that the spatiotemporal window for the for-
mation of epigenetic deposits along a fault is much longer, 
the preponderance of epigenetic Zn-Pb and Cu sedimen-
tary rock-hosted deposits over syngenetic is not surprising. 
Another, perhaps related phenomenon is the gradual change 
in emphasis from earlier sedex models to a predominantly 
epigenetic origin for the Zn-Pb deposits in Ireland (Wilkinson 
and Hitzman, 2015) and the Selwyn Basin (Goodfellow et al., 
1993; Magnall et al., 2016). 

Mineralization: Synfaulting vs. postfaulting

Much of the literature on fault-related fluid flow advocates 
tectonically driven, active fault displacements at the same 
time as mineralization—circumstances that are consistent 
with all three of the fault models described: seismic pump-
ing, seismic pulsing, and fault valving. Valve-like behavior 
along faults can, however, be entirely fluid pressure driven 
with no requirement for contemporaneous movement on 
adjacent faults. Similarly, the sealing nature of faults within 
sedimentary basins does not require active faulting and may 
even be better preserved during the postrift phase of basin 
evolution, as is typically the case for hydrocarbon fault traps. 
In that sense, faults can have an impact on flow well beyond 
the period in which they were tectonically active. For typical 
rifts such as the North Sea Jurassic or Irish Carboniferous, 
the phase of active rifting was only ca. 10 m.y., whereas the 
associated faults existed for at least 140 m.y. afterward and 
have clearly had an impact on flow (e.g., Fig. 2). Because fault 
valving and sealing can develop in postfaulting times, we sug-
gest that, in individual cases, consideration should always be 
given to both a postfaulting and synfaulting origin for mineral 
deposits.

Of the several deposits already described in this paper, half 
are postfaulting. Zinc-Pb mineralization within the Lisheen 
deposit, for example, is both epigenetic and postfaulting 
(Fig. 19c; Carboni et al., 2003; Fusciardi et al., 2003), a spa-
tiotemporal history that is supported by two observations: 
(1) the continuity of mineralization between hanging-wall 
reef limestones and footwall oolites, despite the interven-
ing bounding fault (Fig. 13; Sevastopulo and Redmond, 
1999), and (2) the replacive nature of mineralization across 
intradeposit faults (Fig. 22c; Carboni et al., 2003; Fusciardi 
et al., 2003). Despite a postfaulting timing for mineraliza-
tion, it is possible and perhaps even likely that the formation 
of Lisheen is synrifting. This timing is plausible insofar as 
rift evolution typically involves the initiation of many faults 
at the early stages of rifting, with displacements gradually 
localizing onto fewer and bigger faults. Many faults within 
a basin, particularly the smaller ones, will become inactive 
in displacement terms, even though they can play an active 
role within the basinal flow system. Mineralization could, 
therefore, postdate movement on the Lisheen fault but still 
be synrift and contemporaneous with movement on other, 
larger basinal faults (i.e., km-scale, rather than 200-m, dis-
placements). The Alderley Edge Cu-Zn-Pb-Fe deposit is 
also postfaulting and replacive, with mineralization local-
ized adjacent to zones of cataclastic deformation bands and 
shale smears (Fig. 19). Field relations suggest that associ-
ated fault zones acted as passive pathways for mineralizing 
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 21.  Maps of (a) the Chambishi SE deposit and (b) the Mwambashi B deposit in the Zambian Copperbelt from Selley et 
al. (2005). Figures show surface contour projections of meter isopachs of the thickness of the Mindola Clastics Formation, 
the basal red-bed sequence, and faults. (a) A complex set of subbasins in the Chambichi SE deposit is formed by the intersec-
tion of NNW- and WNW-trending faults. The highest-grade areas of mineralization are bound by fault zones that controlled 
deposition and facies of the Mindola Clastics Formation. (b) High-grade ore in the Mwambashi B deposit is restricted to a 
complex set of narrow zones where faults transfer displacement.
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Fig. 22.  (a) East-west cross section of the Morro Agudo deposit, Sao Francisco craton, Brazil, showing the distribution of the 
orebodies in relation to the main fault and minor faults within its hanging wall, modified from Misi et al. (2005). (b) Cross 
section of the Navan deposit (Ashton et al., 2015) showing the distribution of Zn-Pb mineralization within the Pale Beds host. 
(c) Mine face drawing from Lisheen mine (Carboni, oral commun., 2004) showing how massive and semimassive sulfides 
entirely postdate small-scale normal faults within the hanging wall of the main Lisheen bounding fault. The Waulsortian reef 
limestones (pale yellow) are the main host rock for mineralization, and they are underlain by poorly mineralized limestones 
and shales (blue) of the Argillaceous Bioclastic Limestone (ABL).
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fluids mainly within the footwalls of faults (Rowe and Bur-
ley, 1997). Finally, the Chambishi SE and Mwambashi B 
deposits of the Zambian Copperbelt also postdate normal 
faulting, with mineralization believed to be much later than 
rifting, though perhaps contemporaneous with basin inver-
sion (Figs. 20a, 21; Selley et al., 2005).

The mineral deposits we have already described in this 
paper reinforce the importance of postfaulting fluid flow for 
some mineral deposits. In the remainder of this section, we 
consider the distinction between syn- and postfaulting fluid 
flow by examining the nature of trapping within a hydrocarbon 
reservoir (Poui field, Trinidad) and two Zn-Pb sedimentary 
rock-hosted mineral deposits (Navan, Ireland; Morro Agudo, 
Brazil). Fluid flow associated with the hydrocarbon reservoir 
entirely postdates faulting and provides a trap configura-
tion that has similarities with those of the mineral deposits. 
Detailed consideration of the fault geometry and mineraliza-
tion of the mineral deposits, informed by the hydrocarbon 
reservoir geometries, favors a late or postfaulting timing for 
mineralization rather than a more conventional synfaulting 
interpretation.

Hydrocarbon reservoir: Multiple hydrocarbon fault traps 
in multilayered sequences locally form complexly stacked 
reservoirs arising from the 3D nature of postfaulting fill-spill 
hydrocarbon flow systems (Fig. 23; Gibson, 1994). This is 
illustrated for the Poui field in the Columbus Basin, Trinidad, 
which comprises fault traps developed within approximately 
30 sandstone reservoir units. Fault sealing arises from the jux-
taposition of sands and shales, and from the development of 
shale smears within fault zones; trapping requires in excess 
of 25% shale within the faulted sequence (Gibson, 1994). 
Hydrocarbon migration is buoyancy driven, with migration 
within sandstone units combining with across- and up-fault 
leakage. The final distribution of traps is complex, with occa-
sional traps showing the same across-fault hydrocarbon con-
tacts and most traps defining separate, apparently unrelated 
contacts, on cross sections. The migration of mineralizing flu-
ids is also typically buoyancy driven, with chemically reactive 
mineralization potentially providing an even more complex 
flow system than hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbon flow systems 
are therefore very instructive insofar as they provide com-
plex trap system geometries arising from 3D flow pathways in 
faulted sequences, even in circumstances where fluid migra-
tion entirely postdates faulting.

Navan Zn-Pb deposit, Ireland: Much of the mineraliza-
tion in the largest Irish Zn-Pb deposit at Navan is concen-
trated in the footwall of the major Navan fault, which has a 
displacement in excess of 3 km (Ashton et al., 2015). Avail-
able evidence indicates that mineralization is syn- through 
to postfaulting on the scale of the entire deposit (Blakeman 
et al., 2002). In the footwall of the main bounding faults of 
the Navan deposit (Fig. 22b), the precise temporal relation-
ship between some minor normal faults (<100-m displace-
ment) and mineralization is, at least on geometric grounds, 
not as clear. These faults show no evidence of synsedimen-
tary faulting at the time of deposition of the host-rock Pale 
Beds, and they clearly predate the overlying boulder con-
glomerates, which are marked by substantial amounts of ero-
sion and postdate at least some of the mineralization. Two 
main features suggest a postfaulting age: (1) the continuous 

nature of some orebodies across faults and (2) the very dif-
ferent stratigraphic localization of ore either side of indi-
vidual faults. It is possible that mineralization started in 
late-faulting and extended into postfaulting times, but, from 
the geometric configuration shown in Figure 22b, another 
plausible explanation is that the mineralization entirely 
postdates movement on the minor faults concerned. These 
minor faults could, for example, have ceased moving before 
mineralization and simply provided cross-fault pathways for 
connecting different units in 3D and/or acted as a valve for 
mineralizing fluids (Fig. 22b). Progressive localization of dis-
placements onto larger basinward faults (to the southeast in 
Fig. 22b), with mineralization sourced from greater depths 
by those still active faults, would provide a rationale for the 
death of footwall minor faults and a postfaulting mineral-
ization relationship. The important issue that a postfaulting 
model needs to explain is the differing stratigraphic levels 
of mineralization across some faults—a feature that, on an 
individual cross section, may appear to require faulting that 
is synchronous with mineralization. Flow systems are not, 
however, cross-sectional, but are instead thoroughly 3D, 
and, within a fault system comprising multiple faults with 
variable displacements, associated changes in fault rock dis-
tributions and cross-fault juxtapositions can produce very 
complex 3D flow pathways and mineralization distributions. 
Geometric similarities between hydrocarbon traps within 
the Poui field and the mineral traps associated with some of 
the minor faults contained within the footwall of the main 
Navan fault provide some support for a postfaulting ori-
gin with migration involving across-fault flow and sealing, 
together with up-fault valving. Future detailed structural 
and textural analysis of the minor footwall faults is, however, 
required to establish whether they ceased moving before the 
still active main deposit-bounding faults provided the princi-
pal conductive pathways for mineralization.

Morro Agudo Zn-Pb deposit, Brazil: A mineral system inter-
preted to be syn- to postfaulting but showing the geometric 
hallmarks of postfaulting mineralization is derived from the 
Proterozoic sedimentary rock-hosted Zn-(Pb) deposits of the 
Sao Francisco craton, Brazil (Misi et al., 2005). A cross sec-
tion of the Morro Agudo deposit indicates an array of normal 
faults within the hanging wall of a major fault that is believed 
to be the main feeder to the deposit (Fig. 22a). With all of the 
within-deposit faults showing constant along-fault cross-sec-
tional displacements and no across-fault thickness changes, 
they must be postsedimentary structures, with mineralization 
being epigenetic in origin. The continuity of some stratiform 
deposits that transect individual faults indicates that the min-
eralization is partly or perhaps entirely postfaulting (Fig. 22a). 
Both explanations are plausible, but, in the absence of mine-
scale structural analysis, the simplest model is a postfaulting 
origin with 3D mineralization pathways. That model is sup-
ported by the observation that the within-deposit faults have 
very small displacements (up to 10 m) relative to the scale of 
the 1.5-km-wide deposit, making it very likely that they will 
vary in displacement and even die out laterally. The variable 
juxtapositions would therefore provide a system that is much 
more connected in 3D than in cross section, providing tortu-
ous and yet connected pathways which could entirely post-
date faulting. 
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Many of the deposits presented in this paper were gener-
ated by flow systems that postdate normal faulting. In common 
with hydrocarbon reservoirs, relatively complex distributions 
of traps do not require synfaulting mineralization but can 
instead be reconciled with postfaulting 3D flow systems. The 
late timing of mineralization relative to fault movement is 
not unexpected insofar as fault-related conductive flow can 
be driven by fluid pressures, leading to either passive flow or 
fault valving during the synrift or postrift phase of basin evo-
lution. Given that most faults become inactive during rifting, 
with activity localizing onto progressively larger faults, miner-
alization that postdates the activity of individual faults could 
still be synchronous with continued basin extension when the 
hydrodynamics of basins benefits from high heat flows and 
from seismic pumping and pulsing associated with faults that 
are still active. Whatever the precise timing of mineralization, 

consideration of the 3D nature of flow can support a relatively 
simple postfaulting origin rather than the more familiar syn-
faulting models often advocated in the literature.

Impact of Faults on Basin-Scale Flow— 
Summary Discussion

Crustal extension provides some of the key ingredients for 
mineral provinces, including heat, source of brines, fault-
related flow pathways, and a variety of processes driving fluid 
flow. Our consideration of the main processes and factors 
controlling fluid flow within sedimentary basins highlights 
the importance of normal faults as both conduits and seals 
for the migration and trapping of mineralizing fluids. Faults 
provide the essential fluid pathways connecting basement or 
basinal sources to sediment-hosted deposits and can play both 
a passive and an active role in driving fluid movement. Here 
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Fig. 23.  Map (a) and cross section (b) showing the main faults and associated hydrocarbon traps (oil = green, gas = red) of the 
Poui field, Trinidad. Hydrocarbon migration is buoyancy driven and marked by 3D tortuous flow paths, with fault trapping 
dominated by sequence juxtaposition or membrane seals, with the latter produced by cataclastic shale smears (i.e., shaley 
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lines are fault traces. (b) Cross section of the field with line of section along dashed line on map (a). Small numbers identify 
certain reservoir intervals and the three main faults are labeled (Y, YZ, and D). Modified from Gibson (1994).
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we briefly summarize how fault-related processes and drives 
combine to provide a sustainable flow system capable of gen-
erating mineral deposits within sedimentary basins.

The onset of rifting is marked by basin subsidence and an 
increase in geothermal gradient, conditions that are respon-
sible for the emergence of a fundamental driver of basinal 
fluid flow: an increase in pore fluid overpressure with depth. 
Progressive sediment loading and disequilibrium compaction 
lead to the overpressuring of pore fluids, usually beginning 
at depths of between 500 m and ~3 km, depending on the 
nature of the faulted sequence. At greater depths, dissolution, 
cementation, and increasing temperatures lead to further 
overpressuring. Associated compartmentalization of basin 
overpressures, with substantial increases in fluid pressure 
toward basin centers, is attributed to normal faults with clay-
rich fault rocks forming lateral seals to out-of-basin fluid flow. 
In these circumstances, up-fault flow provides the principal 
means of relieving overpressures and is a critical component 
of a sustainable convective flow system. 

The major shortcoming of an entirely overpressured system 
is that there is only a finite source of fluids, with no appar-
ent means of replenishing the system. However, a selection of 
fault-related processes can contribute to the cycling of fluid 
flow, with the expulsion of fluids arising from up-fault flow 
and the infiltration of fluids accommodated by down-fault 
flow. Four processes have been described in this paper: up-
fault passive flow, fault valving, seismic pumping, and seismic 
pulsing. 

Faults within siliciclastic and carbonate sequences con-
taining clay and silt interbeds can comprise fault rocks which 
have along-fault permeabilities that are greater than the verti-
cal permeability of the host-rock sequence (Kv). These faults 
may be sealing to across-fault flow within aquifers, but they 
can still represent effective pathways for passive upward and 
downward flow. At higher overpressures, up-fault flow will be 
accommodated by fault valving, a fluid-driven process lead-
ing to fault failure and, locally, earthquake triggering. Fault 
valving is accompanied by an instantaneous decrease in over-
pressure and perhaps even a short-term return to hydrostatic 
conditions, either within a fault or in adjacent stratigraphic 
units. Valving events can, therefore, temporarily open the 
system with the ingress of fluids, particularly denser brines 
from shallower depths. The scale of fluid mobilization by the 
stress cycling of valving events is uncertain, but previous stud-
ies have attributed this mechanism to the generation of vein-
hosted gold deposits. 

Seismic pumping associated with the earthquake cycle is 
capable of driving and replenishing substantial volumes of flu-
ids. Coseismic strain associated with individual earthquakes 
on normal faults can lead to the upward fluid expulsion of up 
to ~1 km3 from km-scale depths during large earthquakes 
(e.g., 0.3 km3 for an M6.9 earthquake), with up to ~1,000 km3 
over the lifetime of a fault. Between seismic events, a rock vol-
ume extends either by dilations of fractures or by poroelastic-
ity—strains that are porosity generating and of the same order 
as associated coseismic volume changes (km3). These inter-
seismic strains do not exist within dead basins or even within 
active strike-slip or reverse fault systems. It is at this time that 
the ingress of fluids and denser brines will occur, by either 
lateral or down-fault flow. Given the scale of some faults, it is 

therefore possible that individual faults could provide path-
ways for both downward and upward flow at different times 
and/or places. The depth of penetration of replenishing flu-
ids will depend on many factors, including the 3D structural/
stratigraphic basin configuration, the nature and timing of 
episodic activity on multiple faults, and the natural drives of 
the hydrologic system. Seismic pulsing is another process that 
could accommodate up- and down-fault fluid migration. Asso-
ciated fluid flow arises from along-fault coseismic slip-related 
dilation and a suction-pump effect, which could, in principle, 
provide for fluid expulsion and ingress along the same fault on 
a scale of up to ~100 km3 over the lifetime of a large normal 
fault. Taken together, seismic pumping and pulsing are there-
fore capable of driving and cycling substantial volumes of 
fluid—conditions that will promote the emergence of convec-
tive flow systems during the synrift phase of basin evolution.

The final ingredient for the generation of mineral deposits 
is the sourcing of brines, an important chemical constituent 
of mineralizing fluids permitting the scavenging of metals 
from either basement or lower basinal sequences. Brines can 
be derived from basinal sediments, particularly the evapo-
ritic deposits toward the base of synrift sequences, and from 
down-fault migration of seawater. Recent work suggests that 
the sinking of cold but relatively dense brines from the Earth’s 
surface does not require faults (Koziy et al., 2009). However, 
the presence of conductive faults within sedimentary basins 
provides ideal pathways for the infiltration of fluids into deeper 
metalliferous source rocks (Koziy et al., 2009). Relief changes 
associated with faulted basins, with uplifted and eroded foot-
walls and basin margins, provide km-scale hydraulic heads 
that will further accentuate the downward migration of brine-
rich fluids into basinal sequences and underlying basement. 
If, as Holm (1998) has suggested, pore fluid pressures within 
the faulted and fractured basement rocks underlying basins 
are hydrostatic (e.g., Holm, 1998), the continuous source of 
brines to great depths is very likely, even in the absence of 
active crustal extension. 

A variety of mainly fault related issues and processes con-
tribute to the formation of sediment-hosted mineral deposits. 
Insights and models from earthquake, hydrocarbon, and min-
eral studies indicate that fault-controlled flow systems in sedi-
mentary basins are capable of cycling large volumes of fluids 
through the crust. The sinking of dense brines and the rise of 
hot hydrothermal solutions are facilitated by the passive and 
active role of normal faults in the migration of fluids during 
the synrift and postrift phases of basin evolution. The emer-
gence of convective flow provides a sustainable flow system 
capable of generating mineral deposits, at least until crustal 
extension-related thermal and tectonic drives decline and/or 
the source is depleted. 

Conclusions
Insights and models derived from earthquake, hydrocarbon, 
and mineral studies show that normal faults can have a major 
impact on basinal flow within rift basins by acting as barriers 
to lateral flow and/or as conduits to up- or down-fault flow. 
This duality of flow behavior, which can show spatiotemporal 
variations even on the scale of individual faults, exercises a 
major control on basinal flow. Faulting can actively drive fluid 
flow by a variety of associated processes, including seismic 
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pumping and pulsing, and provide a means of driving sub-
stantial volumes of fluids (’00 km3 on km displacement faults) 
during individual coseismic slip events. The expulsion of flu-
ids during earthquakes is followed by longer interseismic peri-
ods of extension and dilation of host rocks with an associated 
replenishment of fluids—earthquake-related processes that, 
together, contribute to the convection of basinal fluids. Faults 
nevertheless continue to have an impact on fluid flow even 
after they have become tectonically inactive during the late 
synrift or postrift phases of basin evolution. Faults can act as 
lateral seals to out-of-basin flow, contributing to the buildup 
and compartmentalization of basin overpressures and to the 
migration and trapping of fluids. They still represent the most 
effective conduits for the upward flow of overpressured and 
hydrothermal fluids and for the downward sinking of heavy 
brines, either by fault valving or by acting as passive flow path-
ways. Flow heterogeneity along faults, arising from along-fault 
structural complexities, provides a basis for the thoroughly 3D 
flow systems that localize fluid flow and lead to the forma-
tion of mineral deposits. Consideration of the broad range 
of fault-related processes suggests that fault systems within 
rifts contribute to the emergence and support of sustainable, 
crustal-scale convective flow systems on the scale required for 
the formation of mineral deposits and provinces.
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